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                                              ABSTRACT 

Majorly the intension behind the engineering besides expecting cool and futuristic is to get 
appropriate eye contact and emotions back into the teleconferencing domain that two 
dimensional setups simply cannot provide. Under this system, the distant participant can make 
clear visual communication with particular people in her or his own frame of perspective. 
Teleconferencing is a communication technology that allows users at two or more different 
localizations to interact by making a face-to-face assembling environment. TC systems carry 
both audio, video and data streams throughout the session it has been gaining popularity in all 
government sectors. From the most recent demonstration of such a fantast manner of 
teleconferencing from university of southern California, “Attaining visual communication in a 
One-to-Many 3D Video Teleconferencing System”, receive a 3D teleconferencing developing a 
3D teleconferencing is not only concerning the video but also experiencing a 3D audio by users. 
A 3D audio system can be described as a reliable audio captured by positioning of speakers. In 
this thesis we effort to develop a 3D audio system where two microphones and two speakers are 
used. This structure designed based on the behavior of the human ear while capturing sounds. I 
studied different usable methods for such structure and then I designed a new system which will 
be robust and friendly user. The idea of this new system from the scientist Zuccarelli’s 
theory(1983) which he said that human ear not only capture the sounds it emits sounds as well, 
and he designed holophonic for the recording sounds from human ear in scientific manner but he 
did not reveal. I took the concept from him then I captured all the positions of sounds in 
spherical form. I found that the sound is coming from which direction depending on the pattern 
of the sound signal; to capture the sounds and to find the directions I used interference and 
diffraction of the head.  An ideal microphone arrangement therefore should be able to guide 
maximum directivity towards speech no matter which direction it initiates. Directional 
microphone technology has been used in hearing instruments since the late 1960s, and has been 
shown to effectively improve speech understanding in background noise. In a futurist 
implementation of directional microphones system can be interested for industrial and medical 
applications as well. 
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Chapter 1
Introduction 
          Industries and corporations have brought bigger and more spread out in the past few years.             
Since offices, agencies and employees can be thousands of miles apart, getting everyone into the 
same room for group meetings and training have become definitely impractical for a circle of 
companies. That is why teleconferencing the real-time exchange of information between people 
who are not in the same physical space through teleconferencing, companies can conduct 
meetings, customer briefs, training, presentations and workshops by phone or online instead of 
in person. 
         The word “tele” means distance; the word “conference” means consultations, discussions 
and treatments. By teleconferencing two or more places located at a distance are associated so 
that they can hear or both see and hear each other. It allows the distant sites to interact with each 
other and end through phone, fax, and e-mail. This means that the participants and the resource 
persons are present at the same time indifferent locations and are able to communicate with each 
other. In some situations, questions can be faxed or e-mailed early for response by the resource 
persons.  

          Teleconferencing is used to hold a group discussion or conference through a telephone 
or network connection. Computers have given new meaning to the term teleconferencing 
because they permit groups to do much more than just talk. Once a teleconference is 
accomplished, the group can share applications are text, animation, graphics, images, sound and 
video.  In the broadcast systems category we sort out systems which permit a user to broadcast 
multimedia data like audio, video, images, transparencies to a set of users. Interactive systems 
allow each user to both send and receive multimedia data to and from other users. Systems 
belonging to the interactive category are more suitable for real-time interactive teleconferences. 
We preferred to admit broadcast teleconferencing systems in the study because they can be used 
in particular situations, such as event broadcast and one-way tele-presentations.  

          Technology of teleconferencing which is sometimes also termed as conference calling is a 
tremendous product of telecommunication revolution. The telephone has been in use since it was 
invented by Alexander Graham Bell and promoted by Bell Company. In short period of time the 
telephone has altered drastically and became popular for world-wide communicating. The cell 
phone was further improvement in telephone. With the use of video cameras in teleconferencing 
is called video conferencing. Currently we are doing 3D teleconferencing with both video and 
audio. 3D video conferencing is designed by university of southern California. For futuristic 
teleconference both video and audio both will be very clear. We can feel the person who is 
talking from remote area he is virtually beside the person who is communicating with him 
through teleconferencing. For 3D audio teleconferencing considered [1] [2] [3] concept.   

        [1] Has given the statement that people can locate the source of sound without moving their 
head and ears. Individuals are not like animals because human ear is an active organ it is not a 
passive organ. Human ear not only receive the sounds can also emit sounds.  Ear can be like 
microphone acts as interferometer. It is failed to analyse the parameters of human hearing 
system while proving in mathematical way by Helmholtz. Later the scientist Bekesy’s has 
started his experiments to prove how human auditory system can locate the sounds. He did his 
experiments based on animal samples and tube (cochleae) from human corpses. There are 
always troubles with implementing experimental demonstrate obtained from one animal species 
to another. Souls and higher prelates have a peculiar spiral shape to the tube which fish and 



frogs, for example, do not have. I believe that to explain how people and the higher prelates 
locate sound it is essential to separate them from the rest of animal realm.  

                 [2] Model is no more passable to explain the human auditive reception is that it is 
pertained only with pitch and intensity. It does not take into defence harmonic analysis that is 
tone of voice or tonality. The  Bekesy  framework  gives up for each  relative frequency  to be  
placed  down on a  particular  partition of the basilar membrane  sensible to that relative 
frequency. This is alright  as far as it  blends, but it does not  explicate  how the pinna  narrates 
the divergence between  a first harmonic which may  be  comprised  as a square  wave  and any 
of its  tones (harmonics), the same square wave  with  a transition. Both the first harmonic and 
its tones have the same relative frequency reception and both will be laid down on the partition 
that is sensible to their relative frequency. Having  conceived   this  framework , the  result  it  
provides and the  doubts it  ascents,[2]  resolved that it would be  practicable for any further  
framework of  human  listening to go back to first  precepts. 

             The homo ear is not asymmetric and turned up for nought. [2] speculation creates 
consumption of its curiosities of form to demonize that mortals can locate sound in space, 
monaurally, as the ear passes off (emits) a reference audio makes an interference pattern as it 
meets audios coming for the head. The ear shape is pertained primarily with the way that it 
transmits a reference sound and only secondarily with the way that it receives sound. 

             The boosting acknowledgement audio wave is asymmetric, as of the pinna’s shape, and 
so makes an asymmetric interference convention with the audio coming to the pinna. The 
pattern, which  counts on the direction of the incoming sound, is  examined  by  the  cochlea in a 
way  correspondent  to an  optical hologram, to  settle  sound origins. The analysis, which is a 
pattern in the hair cells in the organ of corti reviving   the interference pattern   outside the ear, is 
discerned by the brain and so we hear sounds.  We do not hear sound that is outside; we hear its 
recreated pattern inside. 

             Every point in an optical hologram comprises all the data entered from original field. 
The data comprised in that point can be made to reproduce the field in three dimensions. [4] 
Proposing that, in a similar way, any point of the sound interference pattern made by the pinna 
can render the cochlea with full spatial analysis. 

               All the acoustic holograms would have little theoretical value, and almost no 
practical value, if it did not allow for a potential explanation of how the auditive system 
functions. Yet more significant, it would have little value if it could not be unnaturally simulated 
in the laboratory. This is also the case with other theories that link the asymmetric shapes of the 
ear. The pinna’s shape is concerned primarily with the way that transmits a reference sound and 
only secondarily with the way that it receives sound. The emitting sound frequency is different 
from different people. Even the frequency between two ears is also differentiated. The average 
sound coming from the ear is between the frequencies 1 kHz to 2 kHz. He failed to prove that 
how the human ear can differentiate amplitude, frequency, tonality and frequency range from 
sound signal. Amplitude is the loudness or intensity of sound it is represented by the amplitude 
of the sound. Frequency is the pitch of a sound how high or low a note is for example it is the 
number of cycles per second, a quality known as hertz. Tonality is the quality tone or quality of a 
sound.   

In this paper audio attempts to provide virtual sound sources from a particular direction using two loud 
speakers. The basic principle is to procreate the level of the sound that would reach the tympanic 



membrane if the sound were really coming from the way of the practical sound source. In order 
to reach this, the fundamental features of homo sound localization that are grounded on the 
spectral selective information brought in by the pinnae must be studied. Early attempts in this 
area were based on analytic calculation of the attenuation and delay caused to the sound field by 
the head, assuming a simplified spherical model of the head [3, 4]. More recent methods are 
based on the measurement (or simulation) of the impulse response of the pinnae for each desired 
direction. In this paper we propose a method that is based on measurements of the impulse 
response for each ear using a microphone placed inside the ear of a human subject. The impulse 
response is usually mentioned both in the time and frequency domains and it contains all the 
important spectral information for localization.  

                                             The main advantage of this method is we get the same signal in any 
direction of the teleconference room. There is no loss of information when we communicate 
with other person from teleconference room. 3D Audio gives the same signals from any corner 
place of the teleconference room. For this experiment I have considered [2] concept and 
implemented with practical experiments. For this experiment two speakers and two microphones 
were requires. To get 3D audio Signal [2] emitting ear signal frequency 1.25 KHz. For this there 
were lot of studies made on human ear mechanism to get perfect and clear 3D audio for the 
teleconference room. In this paper I focused on several directions in spherical manner with two 
loud speakers and two microphones. I have especially concentrated on front and back directions 
and implemented practically with MAT lab.



1.1Problem statement and Outline of the Thesis 

Voice and video connections over the Internet have made video teleconferencing an attractive 
and inexpensive alternative to traditional face-to-face meetings, but how will be teleconferencing 
in near future? 

In future teleconferencing become very clear in both 3D video and audio. In my thesis I have 
worked on audio conferencing. To get 3D audio I considered ear emitting frequency 1.25 KHz 
and made lot of literature on human hearing mechanism. For this I structured one system called 
3D Audio Space system system for the use of “Futuristic Teleconferencing”. I have started to 
use two directional microphones and set up them at a distance of 17 cm. These two microphones 
are used like two ears of human head. Microphone can receive the sound and emit the sound as 
well, to capture the fixed emitting sound (1 KHz to 1.5 KHz) coming from the microphone (ear) 
kept one speaker just near to the microphone. And the other speaker for listener this varies the 
sound from 2.5 KHz to 4 KHz. I moved other speaker spherically to find the sound coming from 
which direction.  

System has been designed in two ways, first way is without emitting frequency that means 
system has implemented and modelled with one speaker and captures the signals from front and 
back directions calculated magnitude, Delay and phase of the signals. The second way is again is 
differentiated into two ways interference and diffraction. In interference with emitting frequency 
and considered two micro phones and two speakers captured signals from front and back 
positions calculated magnitude, delay and phase. Then observed signals with emitting and 
without emitting frequency finally with emitting frequency signal information are in both the 
directions. Then I calculated diffraction of head used with obstacle I found acoustic shadows. 



Chapter 2 
Structure of the Human Ear for sounds 
2.1Anatomy of Ear:        

Anatomically, an ear is a vertebrate organ of hearing responsible for sensing and gathering 
sounds as well as preserving equilibrium. On each side of the head there are twinned organs with 
the sensation of organ itself. Which is technically known as the cochlea profoundly buried 
within the temporal bones. Cochlea is part of the ear it is concerning to the sound conduction and 
converting vibration; the conversion is performed by fragile hair cells which, when induced, 
initiate a nervous impulse. Because they are living on, they are bathed in body fluid which 
provides them with energy, foods and oxygen.   

                                   

                                                  Fig.2.1.Human Ear Structure ref [1].

The ear, which is the organ of listening and balance, comprises of the outer, middle, and inner 
ear. The outer, middle, and inner ear work untidily to exchange audio waves into nerve impulses 
that move to the brain, where they are sensed as sound. The middle ear has three ossicles, the 
malleus, incus and stapes and is linked to the back of the nozzle by the Eustachian tube. Untidily 
they form the sound carrying mechanism.  The inner ear comprises of the cochlea which 
carrying oscillation to a nervous momentum and the vestibular labyrinth which consists the 
organ of equilibrium. The inner ear also serves to preserve balance. Sound waves enter your 
outer ear and move through your ear channel to the middle ear. The ear canal channels the waves 
to your eardrum, a thin, sensitive membrane elongated tightly over the entrance to your middle 



ear. The waves campaign your eardrum to oscillate. It passes these oscillations on to the 
hammer, one of three small bones in your ear. The hammer oscillates campaigns the anvil, the 
tiny bone pertaining the hammer, to oscillate. The anvil authorizes these oscillations to the 
stapes, another small bone which pertains the anvil. From the stirrup, the oscillations pass into 
the inner ear. The stirrup pertains liquid occupied sack and the vibrations move into the cochlea, 
which is formed like a shell. Inside the cochlea, there are hundreds of particular cells bonded to 
nerve fibers, which can carry information to the brain. Ear is like a microphone stimulated by 
oscillation, in the microphone the vibration is converted into an electrical signal, in the ear into a 
nervous impulse which in turn is then treated by the central auditory pathways of the brain. 

 Outer Ear: 

Taking the outer ear first, we [4] examine the pinna or the ear cosmetically speech making, 
which occupies on the lateral temporal bone. It contributes to the external auditory canal which 
is part of the outer ear system. That channel is skin lined and closes at the tympanic membrane, 
or eardrum, the outer surface of which is skin lined. The tympanic membrane has a centre 
portion, which is fibrous tissue and an internal layer which is mucous membrane, the same sort 
of mucous membrane, generally speaking, as occurs in the rest of the airway, including the 
sinuses and the lungs. There are evidently deviations between these but they are essentially 
mucous acquiring lining cells within the under surface of the drum in the centre ear. Thus, the 
outer ear closes at the outer surface of the tympanic membrane.  The outer ear consists of the 
external portion of the ear (pinna or auricle) and the ear canal (external auditory meatus). The 
pinna comprises of cartilage covered by skin and is formed to capture audio waves and funnel 
them via the ear channel to the eardrum tympanic gathers sound.  The pinna and external 
auditory channel form the outer ear, which is separated from the centre ear through the tympanic 
membrane. A thin membrane that separates the outer ear from the centre ear. 

Middle Ear: 

The middle ear has three ossicles, the malleus, incus and stapes and is linked to the back of the 
nose by the Eustachian tube. Unitedly they figure the sound carrying mechanism.  The inner ear 
comprises of the cochlea which converts oscillation to a nervous impulse and the vestibular 
labyrinth which has the organ of equilibrium. The pinna is tilted so that it captures sounds that 
arrive from in front more than those from back side and so is already useful in localizing sound.  
As of the proportional size of the head and the wavelength of audible sound, this effect only 
employs at higher frequencies.  In the middle frequencies the head itself drifts a sound shadow 
and in the lower frequencies phase of arrival of a sound between the ears assists localize a sound.  
The ear channel is about 40 millimetres long and comprises of an external and internal part.  The 
external part is lined with hairy skin consists sweat glands and oily sebaceous glands which 
unitedly form ear wax.  Hairs rise in the external portion of the ear channel and the wax serve as 
a protective barrier and a disinfectant.Very rapidly however, the skin of the ear channel becomes 
thin and simple and is bonded securely to the bone of the deeper ear channel, a hard cavity 
which engages short sound but directs it to the drum head at its base.  The middle ear comprises 
of the inner surface of the tympanic membrane, the surrounding mucous membrane of the air 
containing middle ear in which the ossicles or “tiny bones” of hearing, the malleus, incus and 
stapes occupy. The stapes is the littlest and is the one that seats itself at the junction of the 
middle ear with the inner ear. The middle ear is an air comprising room.                      



Inner Ear: 

The inner ear comprises of equilibrium organ structures and listening organ structures. They are 
in a single room fluid system. That is to say, it is a self-comprised unit in which cells alter 
motion activity into neural activity. That happens on both the vestibular or equillibrium side as 
well as on the cochlear or hearing side. These structures are known as the labyrinth. 

The single nerves of the inner ear then figure into the larger nerves that go via the internal 
auditory channel see figure 2.1 and take directly to the brain. The huge majority of these nerve 
systems transmit the impulses to the brain; elite carry the impulses from the brain out to 
modulate the inner ear, in specific the vestibular structure of the inner ear. There is one more 
crucial nerve in this area, which goes via the temporal bone that is the nerve which proceeds 
your face, the facial nerve. This nerve does not give sense to the face, but gives motion activity 
to the face. It has a tortuous course that is almost uniformly inevitable within the temporal bone. 
It comes from the brain via the internal auditory channel, goes through the middle ear just above 
the stapes, just under part of the inner ear, the labyrinthine portion called the horizontal semi-
circular channel and exits inferiorly out of the temporal bone to gain access to the face. An 
accessory portion of the aerated middle ear is the mastoid process, which is a honeycomb 
process of bone that resides basically under the pinna behind the ear canal but is pointed to by 
most people by pointing behind the ear where the bony prominence is notable. This is variably 
aerated, it is an area that can become infected and inflamed just as any of these anatomic areas 
can. 

                                   



                                  Model For virtual Audio Space       

Chapter 3: 
3.1Microphones as Ears: 

            Audition is one of the major sensations and like sight is significant for distant warning 
and communication. It can be employed to alert, to communicate delight and concern. It is a 
contemporary admiration of oscillation comprehended as sound.  In order to do this, the capture 
signal must attain the more prominent parts of the brain.  The role of the ear is to convince 
physical oscillation into a converted nervous momentum.  It can be intended of as a biological 
microphone. The ear is stimulated by oscillation like a microphone; in the microphone the 
oscillation is converted into an electrical signal, in the ear into a nervous momentum which in 
turn is then treated by the fundamental auditory nerve pathway of the brain 

From figure 3.1 the microphone has an individual input and output with one diaphragm, and one 
microphone wire. We compare microphone with two ears of human. Earlier the neurological 
data is awarded to our awareness is the consolidation of the information from two ears into a 
single deception. This is, of course, the stereo recording has functioned out so marvellously. 
Each microphone has a individual output a single electrical waveform moving down a wire. For 
each basilar membrane have outputs almost in thousands. For each one of those is a nerve that is 
transmitting pulse information like digital signals nearly a specific audible frequency. Basilar 
membrane changes in heaviness and stress along its duration, and as an outcome different 
frequencies campaign different regions of the basilar membrane to oscillate.  

                    

                                                         Fig.3.1. Microphone structure 



            Eardrum is not like microphone diaphragm to just sit there and take it. Alternatively it 
squeezes or relaxes in reaction to signals from the brain concerning how loudly the signal is, in 
effect twisting up or down the saturation of sound accomplishing the basilar membrane. 
Meantime, the brain makes up for this point modification so that we do not consciously hear this 
recompense accepting position. Automatically the three interlinked bones in the middle ear are 
transfer sound from the eardrum to the inner ear. The movement of these bones contributes some 
skilful reward to the movement, so that the bone system can be intended of as a mechanical 
amplifier providing gain into the skilful signal.  

            The thousands of outputs are spread out across the membrane, so that each output ends 
up constituting a different frequency, this is how we can describe pitch and harmonics. The 
microphone with a filter that separates the entering signal into thousands of different sine signals 
and carries the intensity of each such signal down a separate wire. Eardrum or tympanum in the 
ear is the similar portion to the diaphragm in the microphone. It is at the internal end of a tunnel 
arriving via the skull from the external environment. The eardrum is a lean membrane elongated 
throughout the end of the tunnel. Same as the microphone diaphragm, it oscillates in reaction to 
audio signals arriving into the ear. 

A cone behaves like a lens to focus the incoming sound waves. The focused energy of these 
sound waves travels the cone and its linked spiral of wire back and forth inside a magnetic field. 
The magnetic field accelerates electricity to flow via the wire to develop an electrical signal 
which is the microphone's output. The electrical signal is correspondent to the master sound 
wave; the potential drop and current are relative to the master sound. Microphones are 
substantially recognized for their versatility and their strength, but are not the most beneficial 
option for procreating high and low frequencies; microphones need significant energy to travel 
the spiral of wire and hence lose resolution at the extreme point. 

Hearing is major sense one of all our senses. We feel sound with our ears, which control in a 
way similar to however microphones notice sound. The sound oscillations are noticed in the ear, 
altered to electrical signals and carried by the nerves to the brain where they are treated and 
recorded. The features of sound admit pitch and intensity. You can also define direction and 
distance from what you listen. Sounds allow data about the surroundings all around you. 

The style the ear functions is that sound waves oscillate the eardrum, exactly within your ear. 
That carry signals via a liquid within a narrow subway (tube) called the cochlea, which in turn 
oscillates very small hairs which are tuned to the different pitches of the sound. Data from the 
oscillation of the hairs accelerates nerves which transfer the signals to the brain for working. 

      The way the microphone functions is like to the way an ear works, where diaphragm is 
oscillate by sound coming from input, which induces electrical signals to move via a cable to a 
Electrical circuit for serving. Evidently, the performance to find and operation of the ear is much 
more composite. But it does not require batteries it is flexible. 



3.2. Working of microphone 

Depends on direction of arrival of sounds to both sides of the diaphragm from two separate inlet 
ports. Depends on delays, directional properties of microphone designed. Fig 3.2 shows as 
follows. 

                                             Fig.3.2 Modelling with one Speaker 

External Time delay 

The time taken for sounds outside of one inlet port to the other inlet port, and  the speed of sound  
in the locality  of the head is  divided by the approximately equal to the distance between the 
ports  is called External time delay. 

Internal Time delay 

Presence of acoustic damper or resistor in rear port of the microphone internal time delay arises. 
Low pass filter created by the cavity at the back of the diaphragm that passes most of the 
amplified frequencies without attenuation, but that is inherent to all filters because of some 
delay. 

Front port is hitting by the sound coming from the rear direction. Nevertheless sound entering 
the rear port is delayed when it gets the internal low-pass filter. There will be no net force on the 
diaphragm when internal and external delays are equal, such a microphone is hard to sounds 
from the rear.  Then sound from the rear will reach both sides of the diaphragm at the same time. 
The microphone is tough to sounds coming from the other directions, if the internal delay is less 
than the external delay. 



3.3 Frequency response  

      Frequency responses are basically flat in microphones, by design there are fluctuations 
occur in a frequency response.  The front and back of the diaphragm allows low frequency 
sounds to impact almost simultaneously on both sides of the diaphragm, thus reducing their 
effectiveness in moving the diaphragm. The larger the opening, the greater the attenuation, and 
the greater the frequency range over which attenuation occurs. The opening also equalizes the 
static air pressure between the front and back of the diaphragm, just as the Eustachian tube dos 
for the ear. Microphones with different degrees of low cut are often used in custom hearing aids 
to help achieve a desired gain-frequency response for the hearing aids as a whole. 

The second variation from a flat response is the result of an acoustic resonance within the 
microphone mounting. A resonance occurs between the air in the inlet port, and the volume of 
air next to the front of the diaphragm. The mechanical compliance of the diaphragm itself, and of 
the air behind the diaphragm, also contributes to the resonance, which is called a Helmholtz 
resonance. This resonance causes peak in the gain-frequency response, typically about 5db high 
and entered at 4 or 5 kHz, as shown in figure 3.1. Above the resonant frequency, and because of 
the resonance, sensitivity of the microphone decreases as frequency increases. Some newer 
microphones are cylindrical in shape and have such a wide inlet port that Helmholtz resonance 
frequency is moved up much higher frequency. The microphone consequently has a totally flat 
response with in bandwidth. 

3.4 Features of Sound 

The sound you listen has both frequency and loudness. You gather data by sensing and working 
waveforms with these features. 

Frequency  

The pitch or frequency or tone of an audio wave is associated by its frequency, which is the 
wavelength separated by the accelerated of sound. The sound you hear comprises of different 
tones or wavelengths, which associate their pitch. 

Individuals and animals can only listen within a bounded range of pitch or tones, depending on 
the form. This restriction impresses their perception of the environment around you, since there 
are sounds that you or animals cannot listen that others can. 

Another significant subject has to do with location the power to discriminate which direction an 
audio is approach from. The microphone cannot detect this at all, while the ear does in various 
interactive and highly composite ways. As sound comes in the outer ear, very small expressions 
of the sound bouncing off the pinna recombine with the direct reverberating signal to produce 
very composite and typical interference patterns. Each different tilt of arrival of audio affords its 
own typical and audible pattern, and the brain employs these actually it encounters at the basilar 
membrane and in the auditory nerve on the way to the brain to determine which direction any 
sound element is coming from, from each individual ear. 

Also, as you probably know, the differences in sound amplitude and time between the two ears 
are also used to help localize the sound in space. Sound from any given point in space will have 
a slightly different time of arrival, spectrum and amplitude at each ear, and these differences are 



integrated, in the same path that our binocular sight gives us depth sensing’s, into a spatial figure 
in which the sound source is localized at some space and direction away from us.  

The microphone can only find an amalgam of all the signals comes from all different ways. 
Some directional microphone intensions like cardioid and bi directional in consequence turn 
down the loudness of some signals arrives from some directions, but they have no path to really 
discriminate the direction of the arrival of a given signal; from the left, or up, or in back, or 
front. While a single ear is power to locate the tilt of arrival of a signal. If you do not conceive 
this, cover one ear up and try to localize sound sources with the other. You will find it is no 
specific trouble, though not quite as comfortable or comprehensive as with both left and right 
ears. The most important issue about all this is that this localization ability allows us to 
differentiate signals we want to listen from background noise, which is something a microphone 
merely cannot do. This becomes out to be a major source of trouble when recording in a brilliant 
space. We can classify out the difference between the signal we wish to listen and the 
atmosphere the microphone cannot, so brilliant recordings incline to signal blurry. 
3.5 Interference: 
Wave interference is the phenomenon that happens when two signals assemble while moving via 
the same medium. The interference of signals campaigns the medium to take on a figure that 
consequences from the total effect of the two single waves upon the molecules of the medium. 
To commence our exploration of wave interference, take two beats of the same amplitude 
moving in different directions through the same medium. Let us say that each displaced upward 
1 unit at its peak and has the figure of a sound wave. As the sine beats travel towards each other, 
there will finally be an instant in time when they are altogether coincided. At that instant, the 
leading figure of the medium would be an upward displaced sine beat with amplitude of 2 units.. 
The single sine beats are drawn in red and blue and the resulting displacement of the medium is 
depicted, is sometimes known as constructive interference. Fig 3.5 shows as follows. 

                                    Fig.3.5. Modelling with two speakers Interference 



         Constructive interference is a type of interference that happens at any location through the 
medium where the two interfering waves have a displacement in the same direction. In this case, 
both waves have an upward displacement; accordingly, the medium has an upward displacement 
that is more than the displacement of the two interfering beats. Constructive interference is 
discovered at any location where the two interfering waves are displaced upward. But it is also 
discovered when both interfering waves are displaced downward. 

Destructive interference is a kind of interference that happens at any location through the 
medium where the two interfering signals have a displacement in the reverse direction. For 
example, when a sine beat with a maximum displacement of +1 unit assembles a sine beat with a 
maximum displacement of -1 unit, destructive interference happens.  

3.6 Diffraction  
The diffraction of sound waves is an important mechanism that sheds acoustical energy 
into acoustical shadows, i.e. into areas that are prevented from direct incidence of sound as by an 
obstacle.  The head acts as an acoustic barrier and causes a level difference between the ears. 
Head diffraction produces an attenuation of sound on the far side of the head and this is usually 
referred to as head shadow. Head diffraction also produces a boost on the near side of the head. 
Both effects have the greatest magnitude for high frequency sounds. Fig 3.6 shows as follows. 

                                           Fig.3.6. Modelling with two speakers  Diffraction 

The magnitude of the head diffraction effects is very large-enough in some situations to make 
speech totally understandable at one ear and totally in comprehensible at the other. In many 
circumstances the effects of head diffraction will be less than those indicated above  first, 
Reflection will be diminishes the differences in speech  and noise levels arriving at each ear, this 
will be especially true when the listener is sufficiently far from the sources of  both speech and 



noises that diffuse sounds dominate the direct sounds. In the extreme ease of a listener in a 
Teleconference room, far from both the speech and noise sources, Head diffraction will have no 
effect on the SNR at either ear. Second, the effects of head diffraction on speech intelligibility 
will be small if the SNR is already so large over part of the frequency range that further 
improvements do not help. Nonetheless head diffraction has a substantial effect of understanding 
speech in many real-life situations. 

Head diffraction effects are a purely physical effect so in a given situation, the SNR at each 
frequency will be affected in the same way for a hearing impaired-person as for a normal-
hearing person. There may be some differences when the hearing impaired person is aided, 
because of microphone location effects. 

For people with a steeply sloping high frequency losses will usually be more reliant on low-
frequency cues, where head diffraction effects are less pronounced also an improved SNR at 
high frequencies will not benefit a hearing-impaired person if the high frequency components of 
speech are negligible. 

This situation will often occur when the hearing impaired person is unaided. 

Two microphones placed as closely as possibly 17 cm between them, and move them towards 
left for the left microphone and towards right from the right microphone. These two 
microphones act as though they are somewhat directional when they are place on the head. 
Directionality occurs because head and pinna attenuate the sound when they come between the 
source and the microphone, and is positioned between them and the source. These boosting and 
attenuating effects of head diffraction increases in magnitude as frequency rises.



Chapter 4 
Experimental results 
4.1 With one speaker at 2500hz front  and back positions 

Signal and the spectrum 

Practically  to get the results,  I set up one system with two microphones and two speakers . I placed two 
dirctional microphones  at a distance of  17cm . Right sided microphone turned towards right side, left 
sided microphone turned towards left side these acted like human ears. Human ears can receive sounds 
and emit sounds as well. The emiting sound frequency is fixed between 1 to 2 KHz.  Microphone do the 
same, to capture the emiting sound  from the microphone I maintained one  speaker just near to the 
microphone and  it is fixed at 1.25 KHz. The other speaker is varies in sperical form to find the signal 
coming from front or back directions depends on the  pattern of the  incoming signal.  

The first experiment with  one speaker and two microphones. The sound is playing from the speaker is 
2500KHz  and this sound is recording by the two microphones. From the figure Fig.4.1.1  it is showing 
that the signals  are from front and back positions  and recorded signls are from left ear. Easily Identify 
the signals directions wether they are coming from front direction or back direction depending on the 
strength of a signal. Fro the figure we can observe that the signal coming from front direction is very 
strong than the signal coming from the back direction.There is delay exactly 180 degrees between two 
signals. That means both signlas are out of phase. 

                                       Fig.4.1.1 Input at 2500 kHz delay of front and back postions from left ear. 

In the same way signal were recorded from the right ear (right sided microphone.)There is always delay 
between two ears recorded signals. Here also the delay between two signals is 180 degrees. Front 
direction signal is having more strength than the back position signal.Fig 4.1.2 shows the differences of 
two positions signals. 



                                Fig.4.1.2. Input at 2500 kHz delay of front and back postions from right  ear. 

Fig.4.1.3. is a spectrum for incoming signal from the front position from both the ears(both 
microphones). We have spectrum is at frequency 2500 Hz because our incoming signal is a sweep signal 
with 2500Hz frequency. We can differenctiate the spectrums based on magnitude of the incoming signal 
spectrum. 

                           Fig.4.1.3. Spectrum at 2500 kHz of front postion from both left and right ears. 



Fig.4.1.4. is a detailed spectrum for  Fig.4.1.3. Here we can easily identify exact peak at 2500Hz 
frequency.

                  Fig.4.1.4.  Detailed Spectrum at 2500 kHz of front postion from both left and right ears. 

                                                                    

  

Fig.4.1.5 is a spectrum for in coming back positin signal . Here the magnitude of the signal is been 
reduced than the magnitude of the icoming signal from the  front position signal spectrum. This spectrum 
can be recorded from the both the ears (both microphones). The spectrum is at excatly 2500Hz frequency. 

                           Fig.4.1.5 Spectrum at 2500 kHz of back postion from both left and right ears. 



Fig.4.1.6 is the detailed spectrum for Fig.4.1.5 . Here we can easily identify the exact peak at 2500 Hz 
frequency from the back position of a signal. 

                        Fig.4.1.6.  Detailed Spectrum at 2500 kHz of  back postion from both left and right ears. 

4.2 Interference 
From the figure Fig.4.2.1 we can observe the result from two speakers and two microphones (two ears) 
recorded two sweep signals from two different speakers with 1.25 KHZ. This signal frequency is fixed 
because we are considering this frequensy as our ear emiting frequency.Noraml human being average 
emiting frequency range is between 1 to 1.5 KHZ.In this experiment for my convinience I have fixed at 
1.25 KHZ frequency. This signal is coming from the speaker exactly near to the ear(microphone ) that 
will be recorded by the microphones and will be added the signal from the other Speaker. This process 
will be done in spherical manner. 

   

Fig.4.2.1 Interference with  ear emiting frequency 1250 and 2500 kHz delay of front and back postions 
from left ear. 



In this Experiment I have concentrated mostly in two directions those are front and back positions. the 
freequency I used fro other speaker for my experiment is 2.5KHZ . The resultant signal will be  adding of 
these two signals that means interference between two signals. The resultant signal strength is increased 
when comparing with  the signal from 4.1.1. After adding Emiting frequency  the back position signal 
also becam strengthen that means no loss of information in any direction. Almost all directions we got the 
same magnitude signal when we added emiting frequency to actual incoming signal frequency. We can  
easily identify the  in coming signal results befroe adding emiting signal and after.  This  figure shows the 
resultant signal from the left ear  front and back positions. Signal strenth is same and  both signals are 
inphase.

Fig 4.2. 2 is the resultant signal from the right ear from the both  front and back positions. Theres is no 
loss of information in both the poistions. Both signals are in same phase. 

Fig.4.2.2. Interference with  ear emiting frequency 1250 and 2500 kHz delay of front and back postions
from right ear. 



Fig4.2.3 is the spectrum for  resultant interference signals from  both the ears front position. Here we can 
Identify the peak at 1250 HZ frequency and at 2500 HZ  frequencyand at the peaks at adding frequncies 
of these two signals for exapmle at 3750HZ and etc.

                                                            Fig. 4.2.3.Spectrum at front position interference

Fig4.2.4 is the spectrum for  resultant interference signals from  both the ears back position. Here we can 
Identify the peak at 1250 HZ frequency and at 2500 HZ  frequencyand at the peaks at adding frequncies 
of these two signals for exapmle at 3750HZ and etc.

                                     Fig. 4.2.4.Spectrum at back position interference 



Fig 4.2.5 is the deatailed spectrum for Fig 4.2.3. Here we can easily Identify the peaks at 1250HZ , 2500 
HZ and at 3750HZ from the front position  both the ears. There is  always delay between left and right 
ears. 

                                           

                                                              Fig.4.2.5.  Detailed Spectrum front Interference 

                         

     Fig 4.2.6 is the deatailed spectrum for Fig 4.2.4. Here we can easily Identify the peaks at 1250HZ , 
2500 HZ and at 3750HZ from the back position  both the ears. There is  always delay between left and 
right ears. 

                                                                     

                                                Fig.4.2.6. Detailed spectrum for back Interference 

                    



4.3 Diffraction 
Fig.4.3.1  shows the resultant diffracted signal from the front  and back positions for the left ear. Here 
There is obstacles that is like head shadows, becuase of this shadows the signal is reflected back and it 
gives resultant diffracted signal as follows. 

Fig.4.3.1 Diffraction with  ear emiting frequency 1250Hz and 2500 Hz delay of front and back postions 
from left ear.

Fig.4.3.2  shows the resultant diffracted signal from the front and back  positions from the right ear . 

     Fig.4.3.2 Diffraction with  ear emiting frequency 1250Hz and 2500 Hz delay of front and back 
postions from right ear.



Fig.4.3.3. Is the spectrum for the diffracted signals,for the front position from both ears(microphones).

                                                        Fig.4.3.3. Spectrum for diffracted signal front 

Fig.4.3.4 is the detailed spectrum for Fig.4.3.3.Here we can clearly observe that the peaks for diffracted 
siganls for the  front position . 

                                           

                                           Fig.4.3.4. Detailed spectrum for diffracted signal front 



Fig.4.3.5. Is the spectrum for the back position signal.

                                                           Fig.4.3.5. Spectrum  for diffrated signal at 2500 back 

                                                                    

         

                                 Fig.4.3.6.  Detailed spectrum  for  Diffracted signal back position 



Chapter 5 
Conclusion 

      In this thesis I have taken the reference of 3D video teleconference by Southern California 
to design 3D audio teleconference. For teleconference only video is not clear, both 3D audio and 
video give very good communication, expressions, emotions virtually like the remote people are 
residing just beside us. 
      I have implemented one structure using two microphones and two speakers, I have 
implemented this structure in real time using Matlab and done experiments practically. I fixed 
two directional microphones at distance of 17 cm apart. With one speaker I sent signal at a 
frequency of  2.5 KHz and the positions are varies in spherical form and observed all positions 
frequency spectrums and signal patterns by using phase delays. Then I have taken two speakers 
one is just nearer to the microphone to capture the sound coming from microphone that is fixed 
at 1.25 KHZ. The other speaker is at 2.5 KHz and varies in spherical form, observed all the 
positions magnitudes, spectrums and patterns. 
   Instead of placing one microphone just nearer to the microphone I just kept one obstacle 
between microphone and speaker with fixed frequency and the other speaker is again varies 
spherically and observed all the positions spectrums and patterns. This is called head diffraction. 

 Finally I found all the variations in all directions in signal strength, pattern and in spectrums. I 
got very great differences in two positions in front and back. I implemented 3d space for Audio 
Teleconference.  From the above results I have concluded as follows. 

Here I have compared my results before interference and after interference. Before interference I 
have used one speaker (2.5 KHz) and two microphones and tested signal level in front and back 
positions. The signal strength in the front position is stronger than the than the back position. In 
this stage I could not achieve same signal strengths in front and back positions.  
                               To achieve this I have chosen interference with two speakers .One speaker is 
placed at a fixed position near to the microphones with constant emitting frequency (1.25 KHz) 
and other speaker is moving in all directions. In this method again I compared my signal in front 
and back positions. Here the signal strength is almost same in both positions. 
                          Finally I have tried to implement same method with head diffraction. In this 
method again the signal strength is fluctuated in front and back positions. 
                          Finally the implemented method is best method for audio teleconferencing 
room. Using this method we can communicate from any direction of the teleconference room. 
No need to sit exactly nearer to the microphone. The audio signal strength is almost similar from 
all the directions of the teleconference room. If there are any obstacles in the teleconference 
room this method will not be successful.
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